From engineering drawings to 3D CAD models: are we ready now?
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Conversion of engineering drawings into CAD format has so far concentrated almost solely on low-level operations, such as vectorization, basic layer separation and very limited symbol recognition. The paper discusses the reasons for the lack of serious attempts at moving into higher levels and what can be done to improve this situation. On the basis of the authors' expertise in syntactic (dimension sets) and semantic (functionalities) analysis of mechanical engineering drawings, a scheme is proposed for achieving high-level conversion of technical documents of this type into 3D CAD models.
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An engineering drawing is a graphic product definition. Prior to the introduction of CAD/CAM systems, an engineering paper drawing model was the major means of design; numerous mechanical engineering drawings of operational products still exist only in this form, and are needed for maintenance of existing systems and/or as a basis for designing the next generation of the product the model of which they describe. Paper drawings resulting from subcontractors' CAD systems which are not used by the organization that ordered them are also very common. If a paper drawing is to be converted into CAD, a total rework of the existing design must be carried out. Although commercial products in this field alleviate the burden of low level processing, such as vectorization, this is still a time-consuming, error-prone and unproductive process, which nevertheless requires skilled personnel. Since this interactive, human-intensive labour requires costly trained professionals, it is frequently avoided. This in effect amounts to ignoring the many valuable design man years put on paper of already 'debugged' products. As pointed out in Reference 1, in many cases, stores of paper drawings are still growing faster than those of CAD model files, and the conversion problem will be topical for at least the next decade. Moreover, most experts agree that the 'paperless society' dream of the 1980s is becoming more remote with each newly developed type of printer and plotter and with each decline in their prices. Humans find paper just too convenient to give it up for a 'soft' screen image which cannot be easily folded and carried. This reality is equally true for textual and technical documents.

However, the significant recent progress made in scanning and high-volume secondary storage technology has made electronic archiving of paper drawings an economically viable option. This new possibility underscores the absence of an automatic ability to intelligently process these electronic drawings so that they can be incorporated into a CAD database.

Drawings in both paper and electronic (i.e. raster images of paper drawings) media are contrasted with CAD representations, in that the latter attach semantic meaning to graphic entities, enabling them to be manipulated, to be redesigned, and to serve as a basis for computer aided manufacturing (CAM). Non-CAD-based drawings have no such inherent semantics; to be converted into CAD, they must be correctly understood and interpreted, either by a human or by a machine. In addition, complete CAD systems know about and are able to handle 3D objects and not only 2D views; true CAD conversion from paper should therefore also include the reconstruction of 3D models from 2D views.

In this paper, we try to explain why conversion techniques have been stuck for so long in low-level coding (essentially vectorization, basic layer separation and very limited symbol recognition) and what can be done to improve this situation. On the basis of our own expertise in syntactic and semantic analysis of technical drawings, we propose a scheme for achieving true conversion of engineering drawings into 3D CAD models with semantic attributes. Although we focus in this work on mechanical engineering drawings, it must be noted that other visually oriented technical documents, such as cadastral maps, plant layouts, facilities drawings, utilities drawings, flowcharts, and electric and electronic diagrams, also have distinct syntaxes and semantics that differ from one domain to another. The degree of domain specialization increases along with the height of the level of document understanding2.
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DUAL NATURE OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

An engineering drawing poses a special challenge because of its dual nature. It is a mixture of two types of representations: the first is the actual object (part or assembly) described by its orthographic projections, and the second, superimposed on the first, is the annotation: a formal, standard-based language that expresses dimensioning, tolerancing and manufacturing instructions and specifications (surface quality, welding etc.). This mixture of image and formal language is the major reason for the infeasibility of adapting some general image understanding system techniques to carry out this task and for our quest for a specialized approach to solve this problem.

Because of the dual image/language nature of engineering drawings, the task of their automatic understanding is somewhat analogous to two different computer-based tasks. One is scene analysis, a well-known problem in machine vision, which, in this context, is aimed at extracting the 3D shape of the object described in the drawing. The other is that of compiling a computer program written in some high-level declarative language. In spite of the apparent differences between the two, which we discuss below, inspired by the analogy between compilation and annotation understanding on one hand, and between human vision and scene analysis on the other hand, we divide the understanding process roughly into three phases: lexical (early vision), syntactic (intermediate vision) and semantic (high-level vision).

Having failed to take into account this dual nature, many document analysis systems have concentrated only on a vision-based approach: the lexical phase has been limited to extraction of basic features such as vectors, the syntactic phase has grouped these features into higher-level entities to achieve some kind of 2D pattern recognition, and the semantic phase has been reduced to looking for 'contextual' attributes to give to these entities. Typically, a 1985 feasibility study of the conversion from paper to CAD only mentioned that there was 'a lot of work' to do on structural analysis techniques to achieve such high-level conversion. Because of the dual nature of drawings, however, the results produced by these systems have been too limited to be really useful for any CAD system, as they lack the needed semantics without which no 3D (or even 2D) model can be maintained.

Understandably, the operations that an engineering line drawing of any discipline needs to undergo at the early vision level are very similar. Scanning, noise removal, enhancing, thresholding, and other preprocessing operations are not significantly affected by the information content of the drawing.

Having accomplished these preprocessing tasks, we have an 'optimal' binary image stored as a raster file in some format. The next step is to recognize several basic primitives, which most technical document types have in common. These include primarily wires (a generic name for bars (straight line segments)) and circular arcs, accompanying text and domain-specific symbols. While primary detection of wires is domain independent, it may and should be aided by higher level phases.

At the intermediate, syntactic level, we are already faced with a considerable degree of specialization, which makes it necessary to take into account the dual nature of drawings. Figure 1 illustrates this point:

- Some of the wires belong to the image ('scene') part of the drawing: they correspond to a visible edge in the orthographic projection. At the same time, other wires are tokens of the 'language' part. For instance, some straight lines may belong to a crosshatching pattern, indicating a section in matter, while other wires may be part of the dimensioning.
- Even the text layer cannot be treated uniformly: much of the text is associated with witness lines and tails of arrows, which together constitute dimension sets, while other text strings belong to different kinds of annotations, such as manufacturing instructions, or even text that is part of the product itself (like a control panel of a vehicle or any other sophisticated machine).

At the high, semantic level, the meaning of the aggregation of primitives is totally domain-specific and must be guided by a priori knowledge, not only about representation rules, but also about the technologies related to the represented objects, devices or setups.

Geometry and annotation layers and their separation

In order to extract useful, high-level information from a drawing, it ought to be viewed as a dual, two-faceted entity composed of several layers. Unlike most current commercial CAD-conversion systems, in which the separation into layers is done on the superficial basis of 'graphics' versus 'text', the semantic-conveying separation we propose here is based on the function of the entities in the drawing, rather than on their appearance, as follows:

- The scene, image, or geometry layer includes projections of the product and, possibly, cross-sections.
- The language or annotation layer contains dimensioning and functional symbols, such as the cross in a ball bearing centre, threadings, surface quality, welding, manufacturing instructions etc.
There is a difference between the customary physical text/graphics layer separation, in which small connected components are classified as text, while line art is classified as graphics, and our logical or functional layer separation. For instance, we advocate the classification of text components into one of the scene or one of the language layers according to its function. Alphanumeric characters and accompanying characteristic symbols, which are part of a dimension set or product description, are part of the language or annotation layer, while text which is part of the product itself (plaques, control panels etc.) is associated with the scene, image layer. Analogously, parallel slanted lines used to indicate crosshatching, for instance, belong to the annotation layer, as they represent a section in matter.

The spatial arrangement of the annotation text in dimension sets is itself a 'language within a language'. It denotes the type of dimension, its nominal value, and, optionally, the associated upper and lower tolerances. Although the two layers are totally different in nature, they are very similar in their appearance: both contain mostly wires, and text may appear in both. This makes functional layer separation a difficult task that must rely on syntactic and semantic considerations. This task of layer separation is a key to the entire drawing understanding process: only a successful separation of the layers enables there to be proper interpretation of the relationships that stem from their combination. This, in turn, yields all the information needed to describe the product's model as it appears in the drawing.

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART: WHY ARE COMMERCIAL CAD CONVERSION SYSTEMS STUCK AT THE LEXICAL PHASE?

There are a number of technical document imaging systems on the market. In addition to a scanner and some preprocessing tools, these systems usually provide physical layer separation (into graphics and text, as noted above), vectorization, graphics primitive extraction and modules for limited character and symbol recognition. We do not elaborate on the variety of methods proposed for low-level feature extraction, such as vectorization, graphic primitive recognition etc. Several surveys on the state of the art in this area have been written, of available commercial systems, and of tools and methods proposed by various research groups. Rather, we provide some pointers to the most usual methods, in order to assess what methods are currently available.

- Separation text from graphics is usually based on the analysis of the connected components of the document image. Different techniques can be used to group these components into higher-level entities such as text strings, small isolated symbols or graphics parts. Tools such as the Hough transform allow the identification of strings in any orientation. One of the problems with text and symbols is that they may be connected to the graphics, so that the usual layer separation techniques fail. Some local techniques have been proposed to separate touching characters from lines. As argued, the solution should not be limited to text-from-graphics layer separation; it must take into account the logical layering of geometry and annotation.

- Vectorization is the conversion of the graphics part of the bitmap image described in the raster file into vector representation of the lines constituting these graphics. Although a large number of methods have been proposed, the most usual approach in commercial systems is based on skeletonization and polygonal approximation of the skeleton (see Reference 10 as an example among many other references). Skeletons are known to be very noise-sensitive, but commercial systems usually 'fine tune' their skeletonization in various ways to get acceptable results. Many other vectorization methods have also been proposed based on detecting the lines by somehow following the two opposite contours of each line. Our own methods REDRAW and OZZI are variants of this principle. Avoiding skeletonization has the advantage of increased efficiency, since massive pixel operations needed for thinning are substituted for by sparse pixel recognition. Thinning is a well researched problem for which numerous methods and algorithms have been proposed; this also makes vectorization by thinning a good case in point to demonstrate a generic protocol for performance evaluation of a family of algorithms aimed at carrying out the same function or solving the same problem. Admittedly, the number of factors to be considered in evaluating vectorization in the context of tasks that are more complex, such as engineering drawing understanding, is by far larger than that required by thinning. This renders the task of evaluating much more complicated. However, the basic idea of the performance evaluation protocol of a family of algorithms is still a viable starting point.

- Graphics primitives are detected by many systems; the most usual primitives in technical documents in addition to bars are broken lines, circles and circular arcs, arrows and arrowheads, and crosshatched areas. Symbol and character recognition is included as a module in some systems. The characters in strings can be recognized using one of the many available optical character recognition (OCR) techniques. Technical symbols are more difficult to recognize, but various specialized methods exist for this purpose.

In spite of the relative success at performing low-level operations, none of the existing commercial CAD conversion systems make any attempt at high-level analysis of the primitives they detect. Rather, these systems remain at the lexical level, while, as argued, real CAD conversion requires further analysis at the syntactic and then the semantic levels.

The major reason for this developmental "freeze" is that, while theoretical foundations for at least part of the syntactic and semantic analysis were laid several years ago, applying them in working systems has been extremely slow. Our experience is that perhaps a major reason for this procrastination in applying higher analysis levels is the lack of market demand for such sophistication. This, in turn, stems from lack of knowledge on the part of the users about the potential enhancements and human labour savings that can be introduced for the systems they use by incorporating higher levels of
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drawing understanding. As the chief executive officer of one of the scanner companies put it when asked if he would be willing to invest in developing their product in this direction, 'our commitment is to our share holders', meaning that, as long as there was no pressure from their customers, they would not be willing to invest in such esoteric developments. It is clear, however, that once a product that successfully implements higher drawing understanding levels is introduced into the market, it will have an enormous competitive edge over all the existing products, and compel the manufacturers of conversion systems to enter this arena. The 'catch' here is that to develop these advanced capabilities requires large investments in detailed design, coding and implementation, which are normally beyond what researchers in academic institutes can afford. We do not claim, of course, that it is possible to automate the conversion process in its entirety, as noise and ambiguities that exist in real, frequently faded or worn drawings, as well as ambiguities in annotation, will require some extent of human intervention and decision making. Following are some examples of possible noise-related problems that may cause the system to misinterpret the binary inputs at the various interpretation levels:

- **Lexical phase:**
  - Random salt-and-pepper noise may cause two parallel thin lines that are too close to each other to be interpreted as a thick line.
  - Arrowheads may go undetected (misdetected) while other arrowhead-like regions may be falsely recognized as arrowheads (false alarms).
  - Short, thick arcs may be recognized as bars.
  - Short bars (as in broken lines) may be classified as parts of text boxes.
  - Text touching the graphics may be considered as random noise and lost, impeding subsequent text recognition.

- **Syntactic phase:**
  - Dimension sets may be combined from the wrong components.
  - Annotation primitives can be classified as geometry and *vice versa*.
  - The recognized dimension text may not be in agreement with the actual measured dimension.
  - Because of missing or misdetected primitives at the lexical level, recognition of higher level entities can be erroneous or missed altogether.

- **Semantic phase:**
  - The geometry primitives do not form a topologically feasible 2D and/or 3D structure.
  - The dimensioning is either incomplete or redundant, violating the standard's proper dimensioning requirements.

In spite of these and a large number of other possible mishaps, some of which we cannot even predict until we actually get to the stage where they occur, we believe that the lion's share of the effort involved in conversion can be automated, leaving to humans only those points that an automated system is incapable of resolving. It is our estimate that, in drawings that are not too problematic, over 85% of the routine labour can be automated. A major problem which still remains is that the system, rather than asking for human decision making, sometimes makes its own erroneous decisions, which may go undetected. Hence, a good system is not necessarily one that automates the drawing understanding as much as possible. Rather, it is one that optimizes the level of automation to minimize recognition errors at all levels.

**3D RECONSTRUCTION**

In this section we discuss the variety of transformations that engineering drawings may undergo and the differences among these representations. We then turn to a model of drawing understanding as performed by a trained human and propose a scheme for automating this process.

**Engineering drawing transformations**

A designer can design a model of a product or part of a product using advanced CAD software based on either constructive solid geometry (CSG) or a 3D boundary representation (3D B-rep). In both cases, a complete model requires the specification of tolerances, either explicitly or implicitly. The CSG tree can be converted into a 3D B-rep through a process of CSG interpretation. A 3D B-rep is transformed into a set of 2D B-reps by projecting it orthogonally from a number of viewpoints (front, top, side...). 'Fleshing out projections' is the inverse process, in which a set of orthogonal projections is used to reconstruct the 3D B-rep or a CSG assembly. Dimensioning and tolerancing of each projection in the CAD software according to an established standard (usually ISO or ANSI) add the appropriate dimension sets. Adding the necessary manufacturing and logistic annotations completes the CAD drawing, which can then be converted into a paper drawing by plotting it. On the other hand, scanning a paper drawing converts it into a raster ('electronic') drawing. The raster version of the drawing may also be obtained directly by using software to rasterize the CAD drawing, with no noise being introduced by plotting and/or scanning. CAD, paper and raster drawings are thus three versions of an engineering drawing model, which may also be classified as either a manufacturing drawing or an assembly drawing.

**Human performance and 3D CAD conversion**

A trained human expert reconstructs the 3D geometry of the object (part or assembly) by combining in his/her mind the views (orthographic projections) of the object depicted in the drawing. However, prior to this reconstruction, the human expert is able to extract a lot of information from a single view:

- Each view undergoes a mental 'layer separation', in which pure geometric entities (the projection of object contours) are discriminated from wires belonging to...
the language and annotation part (e.g. crosshatching, dimensioning).

- Annotation is further analysed; dimension sets are first aggregated from their primitive components: wires, arrowheads, and text strings containing numerical values and characteristic symbols. The resulting dimension sets are then associated with the corresponding object contours. The prudent drawing reader then sketches out a gross estimate of the match between the nominal value conveyed by the text and the actual dimension as seen in the drawing. Then, references to nomenclature (part names) are recognized as such, manufacturing instructions are read and understood etc.

- As drawings convey a lot of semantic information in a symbolic way, the engineer can also extract a lot of clues about the functionalities of the represented setups by looking at a single view. In our work on CELESTIN, for instance, we reproduced in an expert system the ‘reasoning threads’ of an engineer analysing the drawing of a speed reducer or a similar device: he or she first follows axis lines to delineate the main components of the setup. The engineer may recognize some components directly from their conventional representation, but he can also perform technical reasoning, such as disassembling or kinematics analysis of the whole setup.

As we propose to develop the automatic capability of understanding mechanical engineering drawings from its current low/intermediate degree to a degree that gets close to the capability of a trained human expert, we have tried to infer from the process carried out by such experts what stages an automated system should be capable of performing. The current state of the art for 3D reconstruction from several views does not take into account all the information which can be extracted from the automated analysis of each single view. The existing techniques for 3D reconstruction (also referred to as ‘fleshing out projections’) are limited to matching the geometry layers of the different views, i.e. to reconstructing a B-rep or a CSG assembly by matching the boundary projections or the projected faces. All of these methods assume that a clean, idealized set of projections is provided, uncluttered by annotation or other ‘irrelevant’ graphic entities, and free of any noise or uncertainties about the exact dimensions of the lines in the drawing. This, of course, may be possible when the starting point is a set of views generated on a computer, available as formatted data structures, but it is an unrealistic assumption when the reconstruction has to be performed from views scanned from paper and processed by some vectorization package. This is so for the following reasons:

- As argued, the digitizing, vectorization and post-processing introduce errors and uncertainties into the drawing. It is therefore not possible any more to exactly combine segments or facets from a number of views, as their measured sizes will frequently not match to a predetermined accuracy.

- Annotation of various sizes interferes with the matching process; we must therefore be able to perform the layer separation naturally done by humans. However, if we are able to extract and recognize the annotation, especially the dimensioning, this weakness becomes a strength, as dimension analysis will allow us to correct the errors introduced by the document image processing.

- A view contains not only geometric entities which can be matched by ‘fleshing out projections’. In addition to the previously mentioned dimensioning within the annotation layer, it also contains graphic entities interwoven within the geometry, representing symbolic information. This is the case for instance with broken (hidden) lines, dash-dotted (axis) lines, and crosshatching (crosssection) lines, which must be recognized as such. Not only are these symbols useless for direct 3D reconstruction, but their presence also introduces noise in the matching process, rendering the 3D reconstruction task yet harder. Once again, this weakness becomes a strength if we are able, for each view, to extract all the available information conveyed by this ‘symbolic’ part of the graphics, and make proper use of it. Thus, for example, the detected presence of an axis of symmetry is a valuable aid in determining whether we have indeed recovered the expected symmetrical primitives around it.

For all these reasons, 3D reconstruction using only some ‘fleshing out projections’ scheme may seem to be an unachievable goal. However, we maintain that the loss of precision and the numerous interferences in real-life drawings can be largely compensated for by taking into account all the information extracted by higher-level analysis of each view. Then, we can realize a human-like drawing understanding process in which the following set of operations is performed:

- 3D reconstruction: Combine the real projection lines taken from the geometry layer into a 3D structure.

- 3D structure rectification: Correct and rectify the resulting 3D structure by means of the dimensions, which have been extracted from the annotation layer.

- Functionality assignment: Add the functional information extracted from each view.

This scheme will be further developed in the sequel.

HOW CAN WE GO BEYOND THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART?

During the last few years, our two research groups have conducted research in several directions in the engineering drawing understanding area, for various kinds of documents: city maps, electricity and phone wiring schemas, and mechanical engineering drawings. In order to do that, we investigated various vectorization techniques. Our ultimate goal, however, has been the construction of systems that perform high-level interpretation of the document for the purpose of a suitable conversion into a description in terms of a CAD database and entities from its library. In this context, vectorization can be seen as a mere new encoding of the image signal, denser and more efficient than a raster image, but only a preliminary step in a much more elaborate understanding process.
Being researchers with a background in computer vision and pattern recognition, we naturally thought of structural interpretation techniques, such as graph matching. One idea, for example, was to chain vectors in order to build more complex structures. However, as argued, it rapidly appeared that technical drawings have a 2-fold nature: they are both an image, in the usual meaning of the projection of a 3D object on a plane, and a language, i.e. a way of communicating some knowledge through the use of specific symbols arranged spatially in a particular way.

Simple vector chaining has failed, because, for instance, when trying to connect vectors at junction points in order to extract longer lines, we must take into account the fact that some vectors belong to the orthographic projection of some 3D surface, whereas others belong to the language: they are either witness lines, which are a part of a dimension set, or crosshatching lines, which constitute the labelling of an area as a section in matter. The image and language use wires (bars and arcs) as identical basic primitives. In spite of their morphological identity, each wire carries exactly one of two entirely different meanings. Nevertheless, the two are interwoven within each other in complex patterns. This complexity is at the heart of the drawing understanding problem, and its solution calls for an original and flexible combination of approaches.

Our experiences: MDUS and CELESSTIN

The Machine Drawing Understanding System (MDUS), currently under development\(^1\)\(^2\) (see Figure 2), is designed to automate the process of converting mechanical engineering drawings into an accepted standard, such as IGES (the Initial Graphic Exchange Specification), or DXF, for exchange of graphic information among CAD/CAM systems. MDUS comprises three phases that correspond to drawing understanding levels discussed above: early vision (the lexical phase), intermediate vision (the syntactic phase), and high-level vision (the semantic phase). The understanding phase of MDUS is preceded by preprocessing steps that include scanning and optional enhancement. The early vision stage of MDUS extracts the main primitives that construct most engineering drawings: bars (straight line segments), circular arcs, arrowheads, and text boxes: regions where text is expected to appear. Bars and arcs are generically termed wires. Our wire recognition algorithms detect wire endpoints, width, and, for arcs, also centre. A set of 'sparse-pixel' algorithms\(^3\)\(^4\) are used to recognize bars, arcs and arrowheads, which are applied in this order as separate modules. Bars are recognized by the ozz (Orthogonal Zig-Zag) algorithm, arcs are recognized by the perpendicular bisector tracing (PBT) algorithm, and arrowheads by the self-supervised arrowhead recognition (SAR) algorithm. The common, sparse-pixel trait of these algorithms is that they avoid massive pixel addressing and processing without compromising the recognition quality.

Both of our groups have also been working extensively on the detection, recognition and analysis of dimensioning in engineering drawings. As noted, dimensioning is a language with a standardized syntax\(^5\); hence we can apply syntactic recognition methods to its analysis and recognition.

To gain insight into the syntactic process, we provide a most simplified description of the main syntactic operations in the process of dimension-set aggregation. Arrowheads and their attached tails are grouped into leaders. Leaders are matched both with each other to produce leader pairs, and with wires at which their arrowheads point to produce the corresponding reference. Each reference can be either a geometry site or an optional witness, which guides to a geometry site. Leader pairs are also matched with their accompanying text boxes, which are located and extracted for further OCR. The aggregation of a leader pair, text box, 0 2 witnesses, and two geometry sites constitutes a dimension set. As noted, this is an extremely simplified description of the real process that should take place. Care needs to be taken of the dimension-set function (longitudinal, angular, radial etc.), symmetry (symmetric/asymmetric), arrowhead pointing direction (inward/outward), standard (ISO/ANSI) and more\(^6\).

Specific tools are used to detect arrowheads and to segment the textual part as well as arrowheads\(^7\). The recognition and identification of the dimensioning is performed by using a 2D grammar; each dimension is then associated with the corresponding geometry site of the drawing, of which it becomes an attribute\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\).

Figure 3 shows the result of the current performance of the lexical phase of MDUS on two engineering drawings. Figure 3A is the 300 dot/in\(^2\) scan of the ‘horseshoe’ drawing. Figure 3B is the result of the primitive extraction, showing the bars, arcs and arrowheads detected in the drawing. All three arcs were detected, one in the 45\(^\circ\) dimension set and two 180\(^\circ\) concentric arcs in the geometry of the top view. To show that the arcs were detected, they are tinted. A fourth arc was detected as part of the digit 0 in the dimension text 160. Arrowheads are tinted inside a black frame. Note that, even though the original raster arrowheads are not quite identical, their parameters are detected and used for the representation in Figure 3B.

Figures 3C and D are another pair of the original 300 dot/in\(^2\) raster of an ‘oval hole’ and its corresponding lexical phase output. Here, text boxes are also shown,
Figure 3 Results of dimensioning recognition

marked by dotted rectangles. Note that the rightmost detected box is larger than the real one, owing to the presence of extraneous short bars in the neighbourhood.

Overall, these results are encouraging and suggest that the subsequent syntactic and semantic phases have a satisfactory starting point. These phases, in turn, are expected to account for spurious or missing primitives found by higher-level considerations and cause the system to backtrack in search of misdetecteds and/or false alarms. Other teams have also worked on dimensioning analysis and obtained similar results, confirming that this research direction is a promising one and should be further pursued. From 1989 to 1991 we also worked on CELESSTIN, an integrated, blackboard-based prototype system which converts drawings into a CAD description. The first versions of this system were essentially based on structure and syntax to recognize entities such as shafts, screws, ball bearings or gears on a single view of a mechanical device. The system decomposes the vectorized document into a set of blocks having contextual attributes (hatching, threading, etc.) and analyses these blocks by focusing on technical elements located along the axis lines. However, in the last version, CELESSTIN IV, we experimented with knowledge rules relative to the semantics: by focusing on a specific area of mechanical engineering, we were able to show that it is possible to analyse a single view of a drawing at the level of technological functionalities. We designed two 'experts', one focusing on disassembling, on the basis of the assumption that it must be possible to disassemble a mechanical setup, and the other dealing with the kinematics of the whole setup. The kinematics expert determines the functionalities of various entities from their behaviour when a rotation motion is applied around the identified axes in the drawing.

To illustrate this functional analysis, let us consider an example. Figure 4 contains two screen dumps from CELESSTIN's functional analysis of a gearbox. Figure 4a displays the different functional entities the system has identified after disassembling and kinematics analysis, such as a gear, ball bearings, screws, and clips. Figure 4b provides another illustration of the same results. As these entities can be replaced by the corresponding entity in the CAD library, they can be displayed using the usual shading techniques (upper left corner); as the functionalities themselves have been identified, it is also possible to extract from the results of the interpretation the functional setup of the represented gearbox, as illustrated in the lower left corner.

Although we are aware of the fact that, even in the area of mechanical engineering, our prototype far from covers all possible functional interpretations, we believe that this work suggests a possible methodology for extracting functional information from technical drawings.

The experience we accumulated has convinced us that, for specific engineering domains, it is possible for automated document analysis systems to achieve the level of expertise of human engineers. More specifically, each single view of a drawing can be subject to lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis before it is combined with the other views for 3D reconstruction. This, in turn, opens the way to true semantic 3D modelling from scanned 2D views. In the rest of this section, we define more precisely our reasoning model and propose an agenda for achieving automated mechanical engineering drawing understanding.

'Hypothesize and test' in drawing understanding: a generic approach

Humans generate hypotheses based on the scene under examination and test them using evidence from any available source, be it from the same, a higher or a lower vision level. Hypotheses can thus be validated or negated 'on the fly' to produce a coherent, unambiguous geometrical and topological structure. This quest for evidence to help validate hypotheses generates ad hoc recognition loops as they are needed. As noted, regardless of the engineering domain and similarly to the compiler
mode of operation, the understanding of the language part in engineering drawings consists of a lexical phase, a syntactic phase, and a semantic phase. Unlike compilers, though, in which the input is a 1D stream of unambiguous symbols, the input here is 2D rather than 1D. Effort must therefore first be directed towards recognition of these primitives. This process is evidently error-prone due to noise, overlap, and other difficulties in primitive recognition which present potential ambiguities. Thus, one cannot expect to obtain good results by just applying these three phases in series. Rather, a promising approach requires iterations from high level phases back to lower ones in order to test hypotheses that are aimed at satisfying sets of syntactic and/or semantic constraints.

In the domain of mechanical engineering drawings,
dimensioning provides an exact specification of the geometry approximated by the contours of the orthographic projections. Dimensioning also specifies the tolerance around the nominal dimension for the part or assembly to be approved for further processing or marketing. Therefore, recognition of dimensions is a key component of MDES. Syntax analysis is the basis for the ‘parsing’ of annotation in general and dimensioning in particular, but it is certainly not enough. This is so because at the lexical phase some primitives may either go undetected or be falsely identified. This prevents a complete association of each detected primitive with some higher-level entity, such as a dimension set, which, in turn, hampers sound semantic analysis.

To diminish the occurrence of such errors, we apply the ‘hypothesize and test’ paradigm, cycling around the various understanding levels. Compared with methodologies in general information systems analysis and design, ours is much like the ‘fountain model’. This model calls for iterations from advanced stages in the development cycle of an information system, such as detailed design, back to earlier ones, such as analysis, in order to meet real-life constraints as they become apparent.

Applied to our situation, the fountain model stipulates that, rather than going linearly from lower to higher levels, we allow backtracking to check hypotheses generated in order to satisfy some constraints. This approach is opposed to the earlier waterfall model, which advocates linear, 1-way progress in the development process, and is analogous to applying lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis with no retreat option whatsoever. We hypothesize about and test for the existence of missing entities at all levels of abstraction, not just primitives. For example, during the semantic phase we take advantage of the proper dimensioning theorem. It states the necessary and sufficient condition in order for a view to be properly dimensioned, i.e. have neither missing nor excessive dimension sets. The theorem uses a graph representation of the dimensioning of a view, as exemplified in Figure 5. According to the theorem, the dimensioning graph produced from representing each side in the view as a node in the graph and each dimension set between two sides as an edge connecting these nodes has to be a tree in order for the dimensioning to be proper.

Results from the semantic phase may not be consistent with the list of dimension sets produced by the syntactic phase, i.e. the dimensioning graph is, for example, disconnected (perhaps a forest). In this case, syntax-based search algorithms are called again to locate the missing dimension set where it is expected to be found, such that the corresponding graph cases to be disconnected.

What is on the agenda?

As we have shown, paradoxical as it may seem, the major obstacles in the drawing understanding problem, which is ultimately a 3D problem, are not in the 3D reconstruction. Rather, they have to do with proper 2D understanding of each projection separately. In this section we briefly summarize the major functions a drawing understanding system should be designed to carry out. These functions are listed in an increasing order of complexity.

- **Primitive recognition**: Enhance the existing state-of-the-art methodologies and develop additional tools for extracting primitives at the lexical stage. These primitives may be found directly on the bitmap image (arrowheads, small specific templates) or following the vectorization (crosshatching patterns, dotted, dot-dashed and broken lines etc.). Existing commercial systems, as well as algorithms developed by our groups such as **oz2**, perform relatively efficiently and robustly vectorization and some basic template matching for extracting specific patterns. Circular arcs are also usually found by such systems, although errors still occur when discriminating between straight lines and circular arcs. This is a typical case where our proposed fountain model is useful. Consider an arc that is erroneously detected as a bar because of lack of sufficient curvature. When, at a later stage, the dimensioning analysis detects an angular dimension set and therefore expects a circular arc, the fountain model instructs the control algorithm to consult the raster source, this time with tighter parameters, to validate the hypothesis that the detected primitive is indeed an arc rather than a bar. More generally, the output of any vectorization scheme must not be considered as the ‘plain truth’ about the drawing. Rather, it should be taken as a first approximation of an exhaustive list of all the

![Figure 5](image-url) Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) dimensioning trees of the same view.
primitives with their correct attributes. This list is gradually improved and depleted as advanced recognition steps use its elements as building blocks for higher-level entities.

- **Syntax-based annotation analysis and layer separation:** Utilize the extracted primitives to obtain a coherent separation between geometry and annotation and aggregate dimension sets, including their textual content, i.e. the value of both the nominal dimension and the tolerance. Hand-printed character recognition can be verified by comparing the recognized numbers to the dimension values measured from the drawing itself, to alleviate basic mistakes in the character recognition process and to detect a mismatch between recognized text and measured dimensions. The expected output of this phase is a set of 2D orthographic projections along with the exact dimensions and tolerances. These will be the input for a 3D reconstruction scheme.

- **Functional analysis of each view:** Get as much semantic information as possible from analysis of the drawing based on the relevant application domain. This may include analysis of symmetries, kinematics of the setup or assembling schemes, or similar relevant features for the domain under consideration. Functional analysis pertains also to recognition of technologically meaningful entities from their symbolic representation, such as a ball bearing, represented by a cross, or a top-viewed threading, represented by two concentric circles. Other possible functional clues include the division of an assembly into groupings of parts which can be mounted or dismounted as a whole. The recovery of this information for each view opens up new opportunities for faster and more reliable 3D reconstruction. For instance, if the system has recognized a ball bearing or a gear in one view, it can be instructed to look for it in another view, without the need for tedious, time-consuming and error-prone spatial 'blind search'. On the other hand, if the check of the other view reveals something completely different from what was expected, the fountain model of reasoning leads to yet another 'consulting session' with the functional analysis module.

- **3D reconstruction:** As dimensioning analysis provides the exact dimensions and tolerances associated with each view, it is possible to apply a 'fleshing out projections' process to the set of 2D orthographic projections and their associated dimensions to obtain a 3D boundary representation of the object described in the drawing. The edges of the object can be set to their true dimensions during this process. However, in order to prevent redundancies from one view to the other, each view is not completely dimensioned; the correction of dimensions must therefore be done in parallel with the matching process, using constraint propagation techniques. The matching of the geometric constraints must also take into account the language part. Therefore, the reconstruction operation has to integrate both state-of-the-art geometric matching techniques and the output from the knowledge-based interpretation of each single view at the semantic/functional level. Figure 6 summarizes the approach we propose for 3D reconstruction. The drawing at the left hand side (which is incomplete and is meant only to make our point) is analysed in various ways, as explained in this paper: the raster scanned drawing is vectorized, text is extracted and recognized, the dimensioning is analysed, 'syntactic' features, such as crosshatching patterns, are identified and functional information such as the presence of a gear is extracted. The combination of dimensioning and the vectors can lead to the correction of the vectorization errors and hence to exactly dimensioned geometry, which can then be matched on the different views. This matching must be combined with the recognized functional and syntactic information to construct a true 3D CAD model. Throughout the whole process, the fountain model of reasoning is used and the different kinds of information are stored in a common database. In Figure 6, we suggest the use of a blackboard structure as a means of implementing the fountain model, but other techniques are certainly also possible.

As argued, we do not expect to be able to carry out complete, generic 3D reconstruction for very complex...
drawings using these techniques alone. We do estimate, however, that it is possible to achieve this goal for drawings with low to medium complexity, within a well-defined application domain, for which functionalities and semantics can be expressed using some kind of knowledge representation, and with a reasonable noise level. As more experience is gathered, we will be able to gradually tackle more complex drawings.

SUMMARY

We have described and analysed the need for high-level CAD conversion, the state-of-the-art in engineering drawing understanding, the challenge that this problem poses, and the difficulties that still lie ahead in the way of a comprehensive system for performing this task.

To advance in this direction, we propose a ‘generate and test’ constraint satisfaction strategy, which is based on the iterative nature of understanding complex scenes in general, and engineering drawings in particular, by expert humans. The approach is also inspired by the fountain model of systems analysis: rather than progressing in symbol interpretation linearly from the lexical to the syntactic to the semantic phase, we try to satisfy the sets of constraints imposed by the recognition, syntax and semantic analysis by cycles that are determined dynamically according to the scenario under consideration.

The significance of continued research in drawing understanding is 2-fold. In the specific domain of automating the understanding of mechanical engineering drawings, the expected prototype system will demonstrate the feasibility of closing the currently open loop between a raster drawing and its CAD drawing counterpart. This, in turn, will enable the development of a comprehensive system for converting paper and raster drawings into a CAD database, a feature which is in high demand from a large number of industrial organizations.

In the more general domain of visual knowledge representation and understanding within the fields of machine vision and artificial intelligence, the process of developing the mechanical engineering drawing understanding capability can serve as a case in point to formulate a generic theory of technical document understanding system construction. By comparing our work to works in other engineering domains, we expect to be able to characterize a generic system for technical document understanding and the process for developing such a system.
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